Prerequisites for the successful
application of AM in water
management
A Fearsome Protocol

Overview
• I’ll talk about the history of the AM process we
used, describe how it was applied on Lake Ontario
as an example, and then present the prerequisites
for adaptive management to work based on
failures of the same process in other basins
• Ted will talk about the IJC journey from
endorsement to implementation
• Wendy who has been the Canadian leader on AM
for the last 8 years will describe the challenges of
actually administering AM
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There is an historical foundation for adaptive
management in the Great Lakes
• Great Lakes Adaptive Management
Committee January 16, 2015
• Great Lakes Adaptive Management
Task Force 2012
• IUGLS 2007-2012
• LOSLRS 2000-2006
• ACT-ACF 1994-1997
• National Drought Study 1989-1994
• Principles and Standards 1973
• Great Northeastern Drought 19621967
• Design of Water Systems 1962
• Lake Ontario Orders 1952
• Muddy Waters 1951
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Muddy Waters 1951

It all started in 1951
• Muddy Waters: The Army Engineers and the Nation’s Rivers.
• Arthur Maass, a political scientist at Harvard University
exposed the Corps responsiveness to the Congressional
committees which handle rivers and harbors legislation;
• Others would follow his work and invent the term “iron
triangle”
• The Corps was an executive branch agency
• The Generals leading the Corps reported to the President
• But they got their stars from Congress
• Maass asked what criteria the Corps should use, and the first
answer was national benefits, not local (as in, stuff
Congressmen and special interests wanted)
• His next book was a how-to manual from Harvard

Systems

• Design of Water-Resource Systems (1962)
• New Techniques for Relating Economic Objectives,
Engineering Analysis, and Governmental Planning

Special interests
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as in Pick-Sloan
General Lewis Pick
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The systems perspective
• Systems engineering - the application of
structured engineering methodologies to the
design and creation of complex systems – started
in WW II at Bell Labs
• RAND Corporation 1948 systems analysis applied
more broadly (MAD)
• 1950, Mr. Gilman, Director of Systems Engineering
at Bell teaches first class in systems engineering at
MIT
• Whiz Kids - Robert McNamara was responsible for
the institution of systems analysis in public policy,
which developed into the discipline known today
as policy analysis.
• Harvard (Design of Water Systems)
• C. S. “Buzz” Holling “…blended systems theory and
ecology with simulation modeling and policy
analysis to develop integrative theories of change
that have practical
practical utility.”
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The North Atlantic Regional Study
• David Major is from the
Harvard Water Program
• Harry Schwarz is from the
Corps, instrumental in
creating the Institute for
Water Resources, a Corps
Think Tank
• Corps planning guidance
comes out of NAR
• Includes environmental
analysis, public involvement
• But it applies only to federal
water projects
15:56
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National Drought Study
• The drought of 1988
• Triggers a national study led by the
Institute for Water Resources, Corps of
Engineers. Some findings:

• The problems are integrated, solutions
are not.
• Management responsibilities for
problems that are physically integrated
in a river basin are fragmented by
agency missions and political
boundaries.
• The many disciplines required to
analyze drought problems and develop
and institute solutions are poorly
coordinated
• Collaboration between agencies and
stakeholders can make planning much
more effective
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Shared Vision
Planning
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Short story
Uses the systems planning approach developed
during the Harvard Water Program, operationalized
in the North Atlantic Regional Study
We combined a planning method based on
(1) systems analysis,
(2) a new approach to stakeholder engagement, and
(3) a collaboratively developed computer model that bridged
the gap between traditional models and traditional decision
making
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Three more
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4. Informed consent with practice decisions
5. Decision scaling to address climate uncertainty
6. Clearly articulated transition to adaptive management
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Shared Vision Planning
• SVP is essentially the same as Adaptive Management
• Focus of AM is after an initial decision, improving the decision
based on monitoring, but
• How was the decision made?
• How were the hypotheses developed that will be tested?
• How will new evidence inform the decisions?

• Focus of SVP is developing the collaborative decision but

• Seventh step is monitor, test plans, update models, modify decision if
advisable

• Both are iterative
1. Build team,
identify problems
and opportunities
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2. Describe baseline, 3. Formulate 4. Evaluate 5. Compare 6. Select and
develop evaluation
alternatives alternatives alternatives implement the
metrics
decision

7. Exercise and
update (adapt)
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The ACT-ACF
• First major application of shared
vision planning
• First use of TNC IHI river metrics
• Led to the first interstate water
compacts in the southeast, signed
by President Clinton in 1997.
• And then it all fell apart,
complete failure to change
outcomes
15:56
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Political failure
• Important water decisions
are political. So we asked,
not just how can we plan
better, but is it worth
trying?
• Conference paper reviewed
successes and failures
Since then, shared vision planning has been used in many
• Revisited political science
water conflicts - usually in situations that had defied
and dispute researchresolutions using other means. In some cases, shared vision
• Produced five “triage”
planning improved water management and in some cases it
questions
did not.
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The flexible role of
the Shared Vision
Model
The input to decision makers is
shaped most by the nature of the
model, the habits and protocols
in the field of expertise

Traditional Black Box models

Decision makers depend
on reports from experts
SVMs fill the gap between
narrow expertise
modeling and human
decision making

Black box models are trusted if
they produce the results expected

Experts use computer
models only they understand
15:56
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The Lake Ontario Shared Vision Model
Levels& flows
Economics

In this case, the SVM was a water
balance model. It calculated
hydropower, shipping, recreation
economics, with those algorithms
developed in a way that inspired
trust, encouraged collaboration
and improved understanding.

Excel

The model was usedThe
to other
evaluate
a new
model
results were
regulation plan for Lake ported
Ontario.
intoApproval
the “Boardwas
a fancy
ExcelStates.
model
needed by both Canada Room”
and
the
United
that answered questions
The SVM served as a single
peopletext
and negotiating
stakeholders
document, and was usedasked
in all briefings right up
to assistant secretary level at CEQ briefings

Supplies
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Modeling and Data
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Plan 2014
The models predicted a
range of outcomes valued in
dollars.
Plan 2014 produced net
economic benefits, but
included disbenefits in shore
protection, where damages
are felt personally
The shore protection PI was
controversial, the damage
estimates uncertain, a prime
candidate for monitoring
under AM
3:56 PM

Plan 2014’s more natural water levels increase damage to shore protection structures

Plan 2014

Both impact categories were driven by a model predicting the acreage
of wetland plant type based on water level regimes. This also was a
prime candidate for AM
Meadow marsh score is almost as good as no regulation

Plan 2014 produced more
natural water levels
regime, restoring meadow
marsh lost to emergent
plants. This would happen
during droughts, about
every 20 years

Plan 2014 was also good for
birds, fish and muskrat. This
was an almost annual
benefit.
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With significant
improvements for marsh
birds, pike and muskrats

2 prime PIs that would drive AM for LOSLR
• The Meadow Marsh Indicator
was reflective of the natural
tendency of meadow marsh to
replace emergent plants,
especially cattails, during
extended dry periods.
• The regulation of Lake Ontario
levels all but eliminated low
water levels during the growing
season
• The Meadow Marsh indicator
was based on research that
correlated areas of different
wetland plant types with the
previous decades of water
levels.
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unregulated

y
=
I’ll tell you the percentage of
submerged, emergent, meadow
marsh and upland vegetation

f(x)
Tell me the summer
water level sequences
of the last 40 years
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2 prime PIs that would drive AM for LOSLR

2

• Shore Protection costs captured the costs of
replacing shore protection damaged slowly
by erosion and old age and quickly by
overtopping
• Based on experience and statistics
• More natural water levels slightly increased
the probability of levels above 75.5 meters
and hence increased overtopping damages
• In simplest terms, regulation rules that were
good for wetlands were bad for shore
protection costs
• Both PIs were well grounded hypotheses
that begged to be verified
• Algorithms improved and
• Regulation rules revised accordingly
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It worked!
• Despite resistance from shoreline residents, the new plan was
implemented in 2017 after ten years of review in both countries
• The caliber of work done for the ACT-ACF was as good as Lake Ontario
• Why did one work, the other fail?
• Will AM work for the Columbia?
• The Department of the Interior has a punch list, we have our triage
questions
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The prerequisites
1. Can you imagine a Columbia River that
has a better balance of outcomes, with no
oxes gored (scratched is ok)
2. Can a state, province, company or country
get what they want from the Columbia in
the legislature or the courts without
negotiation?
3. Are the principal parties involved willing
to share data openly to build a shared
vision of how the system works?
4. Is the treaty negotiation driven by other
Canada-U.S. issues beyond water?
5. This will take time, money and expertise
to do well. Will those be provided?
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